Next-Gen Applicant Tracking Systemby TALENTTAR.
Today, more than 50 percent of Companies irrespective of their workforce strength considers using a software
for hiring. Talenttar is one among them who is consistently striving to make an impact in Recruitment
Automation. Their latest offering with Applicant Tracking System comes with cloud backed technology, supersimple innovation and efficient workflows with a powerful parser to make the best CV stand out of your resume
database.

Currently, hiring processes are disjointed and crippled with much-hyped technology that makes Recruiters job
much difficult than making it easier in the first place. There is a huge dearth of an integrated solution which can
be used both for sourcing and tracking. Company size should never be the criteria when it comes to tracking
applicants and interviews.
Talenttar from the beginning focused on candidate experience that allowed them to explore CV Automation with
agility and simplicity. The solution even allows them to explore Social Media channels to muster additional
information about the candidates. Having a strong resume parser at the core enables quick searches for
recruiters using keywords that can be matched with job requisitions. The system detects right matching CV’s
from the database as soon as job posting is live.
Rchilli’s CV Automation includes resume parsing services in its core. The services can be accessed from
anywhere in the world with internet and supports 35 plus languages, including europass formats. Talenttar
makes it uber-easy for recruiters to search, match and apply for the right roles. Even same candidates keep
coming to them for different openings. It happens due to the delight, applicants get, every time while applying.

Rchilli and Talenttar collaboration makes it real easy, to manage recruitment and get the best talent onboard
first. Now, when talented applicants complete the form, the system first administers the info, send the
communication, and collects the data matching to the role. With such a system in place, the manual intervention
and data entry tasks turns to zero. The solution frees the Recruiter from spreadsheets nightmares and breaks
the hiring into direct and intuitive pipeline -style stages. The solution even gives you the option to customize the
workflows entirely as per your need.

CV Automation in Recruitment solutions accelerate the processes and make the right fits appear organically.
You can sift multiple incoming applications quickly when you have the right information upfront. The system is
capable of handling any volume of applications and is economically viable for all types of businesses including
startups, enterprises, and mid-size companies.
We both, Rchilli and Talenttar believes in designing a complete recruitment system that does save time and
money but streamlines all other processes associated with it. Talenttar’s applicant tracking system helps you
identify, quickly prepare and recruit the right candidates. You don’t have to look-out for hours searching top
talent as results are seen in seconds. With better data, comes informed decisions and better hires.
Maximize your recruitment efficiency using automation and increase the system’s ability to locate the best
talent. Don’t wait for the future. Secure the right candidates today with apt solutions.

